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Introduction

Background

Since the development of the modern reverse total shoulder 
replacement reverse shoulder arthroplasty (RSA), there 
has been an exponential increase in its utilization, with 

expanding indications including the management of severe 
rotator cuff arthropathy, massive rotator cuff tears with 
pseudo paralysis, arthritis, and proximal humeral fractures. 
Anatomic total shoulder arthroplasty (TSA) continues to 
remain the preferred surgical option for addressing primary 
osteoarthritis of the glenohumeral joint with intact cuff 
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presenting with pain and disability (1-6).
Shoulder arthroplasty can effectively treat several 

pathologies and provide long-lasting improvement in 
pain and function. Shoulder replacement in the setting 
of osteoarthritis is a highly successful procedure with 
significant improvement for patients with respect to pain, 
function, and satisfaction (7).

When considering shoulder arthroplasty, the treating 
surgeon will often encounter significant glenoid defects, 
with reported prevalence rates as high as 39% (8). Glenoid 
deficiency can present in various forms, including superior, 
often seen in cases of rotator cuff tear arthropathy (CTA), 
posterior, commonly seen in cases of primary osteoarthritis 
or glenoid dysplasia, and anterior, as often seen in patients 
with chronic anterior instability arthropathy. Significant 
medial erosion may be observed in patients with primary 
osteoarthritis or inflammatory arthritis, while more 
extensive defects may be found in revision cases (8). Thus, 
the treating surgeon must be able to identify and address 
such defects appropriately. 

Rationale and knowledge gap

Failure to assess and appropriately manage glenoid bone 
loss (GBL) can result in poor initial fixation of the glenoid 
component whether the surgeon is implanting an anatomic 
or reverse total shoulder replacement. Poor fixation of the 
glenoid compound at time zero can result in an increased 
risk of early implant loosening, suboptimal clinical 
outcomes, and reduced implant longevity (9-14). In fact, 
Farron et al. used a finite element analysis model to evaluate 
torque at the cement-bone interface with increasing degrees 
of glenoid retroversion (10). They found that, with over  
10 degrees of implanted glenoid retroversion, an increase of 
over 700% in micro-motion at the cement-bone interface 
was identified along with a 326% increase in contact 
stresses (10). This is a critical factor, given that up to 15% 
of patients with glenohumeral arthritis have some degree 
of posterior GBL, making the implantation of the glenoid 
prosthesis in the optimal position challenging if the bony 
defect is not addressed appropriately (10). The presence 
of significant GBL is increased in revision shoulder 
arthroplasty when compared to primary arthroplasty, and 
inadequate glenoid bone stock can negatively impact the 
outcomes of RSA (7). To minimize the risk of early implant 
loosening and failure, careful preoperative planning with 
the goal of maintaining an appropriate glenoid version and 
ensuring proper implant positioning and robust fixation are 

crucial (7,11). 

Objective

The aim of this review is to address the importance of 
evaluating and managing GBL in shoulder arthroplasty. The 
article provides an overview of the topic, discusses relevant 
classifications, and emphasizes the need for individualized 
treatment based on the best available evidence. Moreover, 
various approaches have been proposed to deal with GBL, 
which require a tailored assessment of the defect to provide 
optimal fixation. The article aims to provide guidance based 
on the recent literature on GBL in shoulder arthroplasty. 
We present this article in accordance with the Narrative 
Review reporting checklist (available at https://aoj.
amegroups.com/article/view/10.21037/aoj-23-24/rc).

Methods

PubMed, MEDLINE, EMBASE, AccessMedicine, 
ClinicalKey, DynaMed, and Micromedex were queried 
for publications utilizing the following keywords: “glenoid 
bone loss” AND “glenoid bone deficiency” AND “shoulder 
arthroplasty” AND “classification”. The search was 
restricted to research published over the last 20 years. MeSH 
and EMTREE terms were utilized in various combinations 
to increase search sensitivity. We focused attention on 
recently published research with effort taken to include the 
highest level of available evidence where possible. See Table 1  
for details pertaining to the search strategy.

Findings and discussion

Etiologies of GBL

Correction of GBL often requires adjustments in multiple 
planes, as the pattern of bone loss tends to correspond to 
the underlying condition. Patients with CTA generally 
present with superior glenoid bone erosion, along with 
posterior erosion for those with primary arthritis, and 
anterior erosion for those with chronic shoulder instability. 
In addition, inflammatory arthritis tends to have central 
erosion. Revision shoulder arthroplasty has no specific GBL 
pattern (2).

Primary glenohumeral osteoarthritis
More than 50% of individuals with glenohumeral 
osteoarthritis have abnormal glenoid morphology and/or 

https://aoj.amegroups.com/article/view/10.21037/aoj-23-24/rc
https://aoj.amegroups.com/article/view/10.21037/aoj-23-24/rc
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humeral head subluxation, with the most common being 
posterior humeral head subluxation, often presenting with 
posterior GBL (refer to Figure 1) (1-3,13-18). 

CTA 
Patients with CTA frequently exhibit abnormal glenoid 
morphology and bone loss, with a reported incidence of 
almost 40% (18). Unlike osteoarthritis, where GBL mainly 
occurs in the sagittal plane, patients with CTA typically 
have bone loss in the axial plane, primarily posterior-
superiorly. This is primarily attributed to the mechanical 
forces and imbalances created by the chronic rotator cuff 
tears, which in turn fail to provide adequate support to the 
humeral head. As a result, the humeral head may migrate 
superiorly, creating abnormal contact and impingement 
between the humeral head and the acromion—eventually 
leading to erosion of the superior aspect of the humeral 

head (1-3,13,18).

Inflammatory arthritis 
In patients with inflammatory arthritis, the most common 
pattern of GBL involves the central region, leading to 
significant medialization of the glenohumeral joint. 
Additionally, a significant proportion of these patients 
also have concomitant rotator cuff pathology. Central 
glenoid wear is problematic as patients may have an intact 
rotator cuff but have severe functional limitations due to 
the mechanical disadvantage of a medialized glenohumeral  
joint (1-3,18).

Generally, when managing any glenoid defect, the goal is 
to restore appropriate joint line. It is also important to re-
establish the scapular neck length and lateralize the glenoid 
when significant medial erosion is present to avoid inferior 
glenoid notching and optimize the tensioning and lever 
arms of the deltoid muscle as well as the resting length of 
the residual rotator cuff.

Revision arthroplasty
During revision shoulder arthroplasty, GBL is a common 
issue that may result in difficulty with obtaining optimal 
baseplate fixation leading to the early loosening of glenoid 
components if left unaddressed. In contrast to other 
scenarios such as osteoarthritis, inflammatory arthritis, 
and CTA, there is no typical pattern of GBL in revision 
shoulder arthroplasty. As such careful preoperative planning 
is essential for the treating surgeon to appropriately plan 
options for bone loss management. The extent of bone 
loss can vary greatly depending on the previous implant 
and fixation, mode of failure, and can change substantially 

Figure 1 Example of posterior glenoid wear.

Table 1 The search strategy summary

Items Specification

Date of search Feb 23 2023

Databases and other sources searched PubMed, MEDLINE, EMBASE, AccessMedicine, ClinicalKey, DynaMed, and Micromedex

Search terms used “glenoid bone loss” AND “glenoid bone deficiency” AND “shoulder arthroplasty” AND 
“classification”

Timeframe 2004 to 2023

Inclusion criteria All studies related to total shoulder arthroplasty and the management of glenoid bone loss. 
No restriction for study type or language

Selection process Search conducted by single author and results of the search were screened by two authors 
(A.A., S.A.) for relevance
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during the removal process (2,3,13,18).

Classification of GBL

Various classification systems have been developed over 
the years to categorize important aspects of GBL and 
guide treatment decisions. Classification based on glenoid 
morphology has been useful in identifying challenges 
related to bone and soft tissue deformities. These wear 
patterns have been shown to have a negative impact on 
the outcomes of unconstrained arthroplasty. Various 
classification systems exist based on the direction of glenoid 
erosion and containment status. Knowledge of available 
classification systems can be helpful when considering 
available treatment options. 

Based on axial plane glenoid morphology
Walch et al. described a classification system based on 
axial plane glenoid morphology. This classification 
divided the pathology into three main categories, which 
was later modified to four categories by Bercik et al. to 
include subtypes. The classification is as follows: Type A: 
inflammatory osteoarthritis (further divided into A1 and 
A2), Type B: primary osteoarthritis (further divided into B1 
and B2), Type C: dysplasia, and Type D: chronic anterior 
instability (19). Types B2 and C present the most severe 
cases of GBL. A B2-type glenoid is characterized by glenoid 
biconcavity consisting of both a paleo glenoid (native 
glenoid) as well as a neo glenoid (new glenoid) and often 
have varying degrees of posterior humeral head subluxation, 
while a C-type glenoid is characterized by retroversion 
greater than 25° (1-3,7,11,12,17,19-21). 

Rispoli et al. proposed a grading system based on the 
degree of medialization of the glenohumeral joint in the 
coronal plane, which is directly related to the degree of 
subchondral plate erosion (22). If the subchondral plate is 
fully visible, then no erosion is considered present. If part or 
all of the plate is eroded, but to a depth of less than 5 mm,  
the glenoid is considered to have only mild erosion. When 
the erosion approaches the lateral aspect of the base of 
the coracoid process, typically resulting in 5 to 10 mm 
of erosion, it is considered moderate and finally erosion 
beyond the lateral aspect of the base of the coracoid, 
typically a depth of more than 10 mm, is considered severe 
glenoid erosion (17,22).

The Levigne classification system is designed to classify 
the different patterns of central GBL that occur in patients 
with rheumatoid arthritis. This system comprises three 

stages: Stage 1, which features minor central erosion; Stage 
2, which involves central erosion extending to the level of 
the coracoid; and finally Stage 3, which involves central 
erosion extending medial to the level of the coracoid. The 
classification is particularly useful in cases of significant 
glenoid medialization, as it can help surgeons identify the 
critical need to restore and lateralize the glenoid which will 
result in significant improvements with respect to shoulder 
function and stability, and decrease the risk of subsequent 
scapular notching (2,3,16).

Based on coronal plane glenoid morphology
The Sirveaux Favard classification can be used to classify the 
location and severity of glenoid wear related to CTA in the 
vertical plane. This classification system outlines patterns of 
superior GBL frequently observed in CTA. It considers E0 
involving superior humeral head migration with no glenoid 
erosion, E1 which involves concentric central erosion of the 
glenoid, E2 which involves superior erosion of the glenoid, 
E3 which involves superior erosion of the glenoid that 
extends inferiorly, and E4 which involves inferior erosion of 
the glenoid. This classification system is especially helpful 
for planning how to compensate for superior wear and to 
avoid the error of placing the baseplate in a superiorly tilted 
position if not addressed appropriately (2,3,12,17,23,24). 

The classification system proposed by Habermeyer  
et al. is based on the relationship of a line drawn from the 
superior to the inferior glenoid rim in comparison to a 
vertical line at the level of the coracoid. It can be used to 
determine the degree of inferior tilt and erosion of the 
glenoid, which provides valuable information on inferior 
and superior bone loss which may not be fully appreciated 
when utilizing the classification system of Walch (23,25).

Combined axial and coronal plane glenoid morphology/
CTA
Various radiographic classifications have been introduced 
for rotator cuff deficient shoulders, with the classification 
system by Neer et al. being one of the first to describe 
the morphologic changes associated with rotator cuff  
deficiency (26). Hamada et al. described five stages 
of radiographic changes for CTA, which define the 
degenerative changes that occur in the shoulder joint due 
to a massive rotator cuff tear (27). Visotsky et al. described 
the radiographic wear pattern for arthropathy caused 
by a significant rotator cuff tear, which is based on the 
displacement of the humeral head towards the medial or 
proximal direction due to the advancement of the disease. 
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The authors highlight the importance of joint stability in 
determining the appropriate treatment approach (28).

Contained and uncontained defects 
Classifying bone loss in revision cases can be more 
challenging. Antuna et al .  developed a system for 
categorizing glenoid bony deficiency intraoperatively 
during revision surgery, based on the location and extent 
of erosion (29). This system includes three classifications: 
central, peripheral, and combined, with each classification 
further divided into mild, moderate, or severe (1-3,11,23).

The system proposed by Antuna et al. for glenoid 
bony deficiency in revision situations was later modified 
by Seidl and Williams to be used in both primary and 
revision settings (2,29). Furthermore, Page et al. developed 
a modification of the Antuna classification system to assist 
with impaction grafting during revision surgeries (30). The 
modified system classifies defects into three types: Type 
1, which are contained and can be treated with impaction 
grafting; Type 2, which are uncontained but can be 
converted to Type 1 by utilizing a mesh or cortical graft; 
and Type 3, which are uncontainable and not amenable to 
impaction grafting (30).

Antuna et al. later proposed a modified classification 
system building on the work of Page et al. to describe all 
patterns of glenoid wear (29,30). This system categorizes 
defects as either centric (C1–4, based on the degree of vault 
destruction) or eccentric (E1–4, based on the percentage of 
the defect and its location, such as anterior or posterior). 
Within the eccentric category, defects are further 
subdivided based on the percentage of the defect, with E1 
representing a minimal defect (<30%), E2 representing a 
moderate defect (30–60%), and E3 representing a severe 
defect (>60%) (23,31).

Frankle et al. developed a classification system for 
glenoid morphology based on three-dimensional computed 
tomography (3D-CT) models, which classifies glenoid 
pathology based on the quadrant of bone loss (posterior, 
superior, global, or anterior) (3,17,32). The study analyzed 
216 glenoids and found that 3D-CT models significantly 
improved the reliability of identifying and characterizing 
deformities compared to previous two-dimensional CT and 
plain radiograph-based classification systems. This allowed 
for better determination of bone availability for baseplate 
and peripheral screw purchase. In cases of significantly 
altered glenoid morphology, standard implant techniques 
may not provide sufficient bone stock to support a glenoid 
baseplate, requiring altered techniques for stable and 

reliable fixation (32). Failure to recognize and account for 
bone loss may result in malpositioning of the glenosphere, 
leading to increased shear forces and component failure (17). 

In summary, a comprehensive understanding of the 
glenoid bony defect is crucial for both primary and revision 
surgery and is a key factor in the preoperative planning 
of any shoulder arthroplasty case. A CT scan is preferred 
over standard plain film radiographic assessment as it 
provides the surgeon with a far superior appreciation of 
the 3D nature of the defect and allows prior identification 
and planning of potential challenges involved in restoring 
correct glenoid alignment and version and addressing 
glenoid bone stock.

Preoperative assessment of GBL

Preoperative assessment of GBL is critical in order to 
develop a plan for appropriate management. Standard plain 
radiographs including AP, Grashey view, as well as trans-
scapular lateral and axillary views are recommended as 
an initial screening assessment to identify the presence of 
GBL, excessive glenoid medialization, and humeral head 
subluxation or superior migration (19). CT imaging with 
slice thickness <1.5 mm is recommended to accurately 
assess the glenoid anatomy, glenoid version, and vault size 
(33,34). It is important to obtain a CT scan which includes 
the medial border of the scapula to allow for accurate 
interpretation of the trans-scapular (Friedman’s) line for 
assessment of humeral head subluxation (35).

Generally, three lines on a CT scan are required to 
measure glenoid version (anteversion or retroversion): 
Friedman’s line, a line perpendicular to Friedman’s line, and 
a line between the anterior and posterior glenoid margins 
(the glenoid vault axis) (35). The angle of version is then 
measured as the angle between the line perpendicular to 
Friedman’s line and the glenoid vault axis (35). However, 
this conventional method may be impacted by the scapular 
shape and body, which varies from one patient to another. 
Matsumura et al. described another method of measuring 
glenoid version: the vault version method (33). In this 
method, the glenoid vault axis is defined as a line between 
the tip of the scapular vault to the center of the glenoid 
line (33). When utilizing this technique, Matsumura et al. 
reported a mean glenoid retroversion of 1.10°±3.20° in 
normal shoulder controls as measured by the Friedmans line, 
in comparison to 8.90°±2.70° using the vault method (33).  
Such findings suggest that the Friedman technique may 
actually underestimate the significance of bone loss and 
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degree of change in version in this patient population. 
Despite these findings, no consensus on optimal assessment 
of glenoid version exists (33,34).

Computer planning software and patient-specific 
instrumentation (PSI)

Computer planning software and PSI may help to increase 
the accuracy of glenoid component position, particularly 
in more complex cases with significant GBL and version 
deformity (34). They may optimize the position of the 
desired glenoid implant, utilizing guides developed 
specifically for the patient or by providing the treating 
surgeon with improved spatial awareness of glenoid 
morphology, improving their ability to address defects with 
more accurate placement of standard guides (34). The aim 
of these tools is to prevent or mitigate malposition of the 
glenoid component which is known to result in decreased 
shoulder range of motion and increased risk of scapular 
notching, instability, and loosening, leading to the ultimate 
failure of the implant or compromise in outcome of the 
arthroplasty (34). 

In order to utilize PSI, the surgeon must obtain a 
preoperative thin-cut CT scan of the entire scapula and 
humerus utilizing a predefined protocol. Image processing 
software converts obtained CT images into a precise 3D 
model of the patient’s scapula which is used to develop 
a patient specific guide which confirms to an individual 
patient’s anatomy. This guide then allows for precise 
placement of central pin for the glenoid component 
allowing for correction of deformity as predetermined by 
the surgical plan (36).

Computer-navigated instrumentation
The advancement of computer-navigated instrumentation 
provides a surgeon with improved ability to manage GBL 
by providing real-time visual feedback to guide instrument 
positioning. This allows for improved ability to replicate a 
preoperative plan, particularly in challenging cases of severe 
bone loss or deformity. This is achieved through using line-
of-sight cameras and trackers secured to the patient, which 
track surgical instruments in real time providing visual 
feedback to the surgeon (37,38). 

Compared to patient-specific guides, which require 
custom manufacturing and a delay in production, 
navigation systems are readily available immediately 
following preoperative planning. They offer the advantage 
of flexibility, allowing for intraoperative alterations to 

the surgical plan based on the surgeon’s discretion, if 
unexpected factors are encountered (38).

One specific application of computer navigation in 
GBL is the navigation of glenoid baseplate variable angle 
compression screws. This technology enables visualization 
of a customized trajectory into the glenoid vault, facilitating 
the optimization of screw length and purchase (37). By 
maximizing these parameters improved fixation of the 
implant at time zero can be achieved. While numerous 
studies have validated the improved accuracy and precision 
of glenoid baseplate implantation using navigation in RSA, 
the clinical benefits in terms of improved outcomes, reduced 
complications associated with glenoid malpositioning, 
and long-term implant survival remain uncertain (39,40). 
Therefore, further research is needed to establish the 
clinical advantages of navigation systems in the management 
of GBL.

Surgical techniques of glenoid reconstruction

The surgical technique used to address the defect will depend 
on the degree and location of GBL (23). As previously 
mentioned, bone loss is generally superior in cases of CTA, 
posterior in cases of primary osteoarthritis or dysplasia, and 
anterior in cases of chronic anterior dislocations (8). Global 
defects are more likely to be encountered in the revision 
setting. Generally, when managing any glenoid defect, the 
goal is to restore the joint line.

Eccentric glenoid reaming
In cases of mild GBL and version, eccentric reaming is a 
technique wherein the glenoid surface opposite to the site of 
bone loss is preferentially reamed to re-establish the natural 
glenoid version and correct the deformity. In patients with 
5–8 mm of posterior GBL and retroversion up to 15°, this 
is a suitable technique to restore neutral alignment (21). 
However, there are limits to eccentric reaming for patients 
with severe GBL and irregular version. Over-aggressive 
reaming can reduce available subchondral support and 
excessively medialize the glenoid implant, which may 
negatively impact glenoid component stability (41). When 
required, bone grafting with morselized cortico-cancellous 
allograft or autograft can be packed into any remaining 
small defects after eccentric reaming has been completed to 
provide additional bony support and bone stock.

Glenoid bone grafting
Bone grafting is often used in cases of significant bone 
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loss where adequate version correction and secure seating 
of a glenoid component are difficult to attain. For larger 
defects, structural grafts are needed in order to stabilize 
the glenoid component. Both autografts and allografts 
are commonly used to treat GBL. The proximal humeral 
head provides an excellent option for local bone graft when 
addressing GBL (42). Once the humeral head is resected, 
the size of the humeral autograft can be determined based 
on a preoperative template. The glenoid is prepared and 
all remaining cartilage is removed until an appropriate 
bleeding bone bed is created. This can be done utilizing 
a combination of curet and burr. The resected humeral 
graft can then be secured to the glenoid with Kirschner 
wires for temporary fixation, while the baseplate is secured 
with a central post opening in the graft. Further fixation is 
then obtained with screws through the baseplate (refer to  
Figure 2) (16). In cases in which humeral head autograft is 
not available, such as in revision or traumatic settings, an 
iliac crest bone graft is another option to address GBL. 
Many published studies evaluating RSA with glenoid 
bone grafting for both primary and revision cases present 
satisfactory outcomes (13).

Paul et al. performed a systematic review evaluating 
glenoid bone grafting in primary RSA. This review 
comprised 11 studies involving 393 patients, and found that 
glenoid bone grafting in primary RSA results in excellent 
early-term clinical outcomes, low complication and 
revisions rates of 18% and 2% respectively, and an overall 
graft union rate of 92% (43). 

Wagner et al. evaluated patients who underwent 

glenoid bone grafting in revision RSA (44). In this study, 
the implant survival rate at two and five years was 92% 
and 89% respectively in patients who did not experience 
radiographic glenoid loosening (44). Melis et al. who also 
evaluated glenoid bone grafting in revision RSA, reported a 
76% graft incorporation rate and 8% glenoid loosening rate 
at mean follow up of 47 months (45).

To date, no significant postoperative differences have 
been found when comparing patients who receive autografts 
vs. allografts. Mahylis et al. and Jones et al. both compared 
patients who received either an autograft or an allograft in 
RSA, and found no significant differences in postoperative 
clinical and functional outcomes between the two groups 
(46,47). Fliegel et al. performed a systematic review on 
biologic graft augmentation for GBL in conversion 
of failed anatomic to RSA, to examine the success and 
failure of biologic glenoid bone grafting to address vault  
deficiencies (48). In this review which included 12 studies 
involving 200 total patients, 73 patients received an 
autograft, 121 patients received an allograft, and 6 patients 
received a hybrid autograft/allograft. The authors found 
no clear difference between failure rates of autograft vs. 
allograft to address these defects (48). 

It is important to note that these studies have limitations, 
such as small sample sizes, and further research is necessary 
to draw more definitive conclusions about the effectiveness of 
autograft and allograft bone grafting in the setting of GBL.

Glenoid augments
Augmented glenoid components are also used to address 
GBL in shoulder arthroplasty. They help to secure the 
region of the glenoid where there is bone deficiency, 
which helps to avoid some of the complications seen with 
bone grafting such as graft nonunion, resorption, and 
symptomatic implant failure (49).

In the setting of RSA, Ghanta et al. performed a 
systematic review evaluating an augmented baseplate, 
which included seven studies involving 810 total patients. 
They reported that the use of augmented baseplates in RSA 
produces positive clinical and functional outcomes at early 
follow-up, with low revision rates. The authors concluded 
that augmented baseplates are a viable option to address 
GBL in RSA (50).

To compare glenoid bone grafts vs. glenoid augments, 
Lanham et al. performed a systematic review comparing 
outcomes of RSA using either a bone graft or augmented 
baseplate for the management of GBL. This review 
included 19 studies involving 652 total patients, and found 

Figure 2 Autograft bone with reverse total shoulder replacement. 
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that both options have similar overall clinical outcomes 
as well as complication and revision rates. Bone grafts 
exhibited an 11.7% complication rate and 4.5% revision 
rate, while augmented baseplates exhibited a 11.8% 
complication rate and 3.7% revision rate (51). It is worth 
mentioning that bone grafting and augmented baseplate 
have also been utilized in anatomic TSA.

A systematic review by Wilcox et al. also sought to 
compare the outcomes of glenoid bone grafting vs. 
augmented glenoid implants to address GBL in RSA. In this 
review, a total of 13 studies involving 919 total shoulders 
were included. The authors concluded that both bone grafts 
and augmented glenoid baseplates resulted in excellent 
range of motion and functional outcomes in primary RSA. 
They noted that the use of augmented baseplates may lead 
to fewer complications and revisions (52).

Custom and patient-specific technology
Although glenoid augments are a generic option used to 
treat bone loss, it is possible to create a custom glenoid 
baseplate specific to a particular patient’s bone loss and bony 
morphology (11,53). This patient-specific approach uses 
computer-assisted design and manufacturing technology to 
develop custom implants. This is particularly useful in cases 
of significant glenoid deformity, where the fixation of a 
generic glenoid baseplate may not produce optimal results. 
Progress in 3D printing technology gives orthopaedic 
surgeons the ability to manufacture implants that 
accurately match patient-specific glenoid morphology. As 
aforementioned, PSI increases the accuracy of implantation 

of the glenoid components (refer to Figure 3). Of note, 
custom-made implants are mainly recommended in cases of 
severe deformity, based on necessity, considering the high 
costs and lack of long term reported outcomes (53).

In assessing the available literature on the management 
of GBL, it is important to recognize the limitations of the 
current body of research. The strength of this review lies 
in providing an updated assessment of the literature and 
offering recommendations for GBL management. However, 
it is important to acknowledge that the available literature 
is characterized by low methodological quality and a lack 
of comparative studies. Consequently, direct comparisons 
between different treatment options are often not possible 
due to insufficient evidence. Long term data does not exist 
for many new technological advances such as navigation and 
patient specific instrumentation. These limitations highlight 
the need for further research and higher-quality studies to 
establish more comprehensive guidelines and comparative 
evaluations of various management options for GBL.

Conclusions

In summary, GBL is not uncommon in shoulder arthroplasty 
and can be attributed to a variety of pathologies. It is 
important to utilize caution when interpreting classification 
schemes, particularly those based on the two-dimensional 
appearance of the glenoid, given the complex three-
dimensional nature of the glenoid. The aim of deformity 
correction is to optimize the implant in a near-neutral 
position maximizing time zero fixation of the implant. 
Various techniques ranging from eccentric reaming to bone 
and metal augmentation and custom implants are available 
to optimize fixation and deformity correction. Long 
term comparative studies are required to inform optimal 
management when considering bony or metal augments as 
well as novel biomaterials for the various deformity patters a 
shoulder surgeon will encounter when performing shoulder 
arthroplasty. 
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